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I 

"Chapter 1 

.. The Discipline of Archaeology 

have deliberately used the word 'discipline' at the very opening or this 

~ook because of its two shades of meaning. In the first place, we usually use 

~he word to mean the opposite of slackness and untidiress, to imply something 

::arried out methodically and according to rules. On the other hand, when one 

refers to an academic discipline, the word has a slightly altered meaning, 

iefining an intellectual study which has certain qualities involving the use 

>f reason, judgement, deduction, and so on, in a way which will not only 

}lucidate the subject studied, but will help to train a person 1 s mind to wol"k 

tccurately and economically, and as an efficient instrument, on a:ny intellectual 

>roblem." (Piggott, 1959, pc:.ge 1) 

Having been exposed. to archa8ology for two school terms, no better explana

jion has been found by this student for a definition of the field and science 

)f archaeology. There is nrobably no worthwhile endeavor that is without its 
~ 

'roblerns, however. The subject of this paper will deal with one area, that adds 

;o the perplexities of archaeology. This area is concerned with the taking of 

trchaeological artifacts from sites with economic, and not historic, gain bein& 

;he prime end • 

"The centuries-old art of tomb robbing came into the limelight when it was 

,.barged earlier this year that a 2,500 y(;ar-old Greek vase bought by the New 

·ark l1etropoliten Museum of Art for $1 million was dug up in 1971 by tomb 

•obbers from an Etruscan grave near Cerveteri, Italy. 

The huge vase, or calyx krater, is generally considered the b~st Greek vase 

n existence. It was of such quality that the painter Euphronios and the potter 

.uxitheos proudly signed their narres on the front. 

The Metropolitan's version is that the vase, used for mixing wine and water, 

ame from a Lebanese collector but Italian pollce have since charged that it 

as stolen near here." (Kayser, April 2J, 197), page B2) 



"The Etruscans, Europe's earliest civili~:•tion, flourished in central Italy 

between the 9th and 3rd century B.C. They wt:re a great trading nation and 

artistically gifted as the paintings on their tombs still show today. 

They were also inordinately fond of painted Greek vases which they not only 

imported in large quantities but also copied, 

Etruscan tombs were usu~lly filled with the dead man's most treasured 

possessions-jewelery, drinking cups and the precious Greek vases, all of which 

have since been systematically plundered, first by the Romans, then by Barbarians 

and finally by 20th-century tomb robbers," (Kayser, .April 23, 1973, page B2) 

1'The notoriety of the New York Metropolitan Museum's Euphronios vase has had 

at least one beneficial effect: directing att~ntion to the scandalous world 

market in archaeological thievery, The looting of ancient sites is an ancient 

custom, A great deal of the treasure in the world's nruseums was originally 

pirated by foreiGn powers or snrugeled out. Today the countries of the world 

officially operate on more elev2ted principles-but art thievery thrives as never 

before, It is R nru.ltimillion-dollar business that gets amI'-hetamine shots from 

events like the Met•s ~1,000,000 calyx krater purchase. Tragicclly, it is also 

. leading to the wholesale destruction of Rrchaeological treasures, arrl occasionally 

murder along with theft. 

Authorities estimate that $7,000,000 worth of antiquities evaporate from sites 

in Egypt, Turkey, Greece, ~banon, Israel and Italy every year. Treasure worth 

millions of dollars more is plundered from Latin .~.merica and the countries of 

Southeast Asia. Some $J,OOO,OOO in booty orieinates in Italy alone, the richest 

source of plunder in the Mediterranean basin. 11 (Time, Harch 26,1973, page 93) 

''With the advent of spring and tourists, tomb robbint; and antiqlle fd~ ing 

are getting into full swing aGain in Cerveteri, Italy, center cf the ancient 

Etruscan civilization." (Kayser, April 23, 1973, :rage B2) 



"Tomb robbers-or 'tombnroliJ -cheerfully ;•dmit that in this area of central 

Italy alone their turnover from loot sold to dealers runs at between 300 and 400 

million lire ($537,500 and $712,500) a year. Most of the loot ends abroad, 

usually via Switzerland. 

Customs police in Cervet~ri believe that at least JOO tomb robbers operate 

in the city itself and a further 600 in the surrounding area. Since 1969, they 

have sent JOO cases of tomb robbing up for judgme:nt but so far only 16 people 

have ended up in jail. 

Durinr the s~~e period, Cerveteri customs police say they have recovered 

about $537 ,500 worth of stolen pieces. But they stress this is onl:,r a fraction 

of what has actually been ransaC'k"-d from th~ tombs • 11 (Kayser, April 23, 1973, 

page B2) 

''The racket in ItAly involves a couple of thousand full-tim::, rrofessional 

1 tombaroli' or tomb robbers, most of them peasants 1<ho know their land intimately. 

They work in teams. There are, for instance, at least twelve organized groups 

plundering the Etruscan sites in Cerveteri. Their scorn for official archaeolocists 

is extreme • 11 (Tm 1 March 26, 19731 p~c;e 93.) 

"Today's tomb robbers are frequentl:r well or6anized. They rely on two-way 

radios to get advance warning from their look-out of any police patrol in the area, 

powerful lights and modern digging equiprrent. 

Their only real opposition is the superintendency's pathetically small arnzy

of 12 men who are meant to watch over 2,500 acres of territory, all of it honoy

combP.d with tombs.'1 (Y..:i.yser, A1,riJ. ?J, 1973, paGe E?.) 

"Since most Etruscan tombs are und1>re,round, they are found by push.i..ng a s t eel 

probe into the earth or soME:times by stm;pin~ ~nd li;:, tening for reverbi:!rations. 

ThP.n a hole is orened vi th a p.i.clr :md shovel a!Yl ~!'le prizes drat;gF->d ::-ut ...rus t h:o 

we".:?ks ago, in the area of 2r:I'l:eturi frcm which t.h·:? ::vt 's Vf:sc is alle6'1ri to have 

come, the police found one group at work; the robb~r~ fled, 'leaving their h.:i.ul 

of 51 valuable I:truscan ohject3 he'1iml." ( '!'il'!'.·::, :~<'.r~:. ?6, 1973, pLl~e 93) 



"The flow of Italian ::irti fr>C'ts ronverger 0n ;:ibout 50 'mediatori 1 (Iriddlerr.en), 

who make their arr::i.ngerents primari1~r wit!-> rlcders in Swltzerland or Italy. 

Important pots and bronzes are smuggled across the Swi~s border in car trunks or, 

if small enough, in air luggage. Once in Switzerland, the hot object can be •washed' 

(gi~n a provenance, or certificate of origin) and exported l€gally to any 

country in the world. For every dollar a 1to:nbarolo 1 makes, the 'mediatoro' will 

will stand to get $5-and the final dealer $20 or more. 

Collectors often show a frank indifference to the origins of their pots and 

bronzes. Said an official of the antiquities nru.seum in Basel, Switzerland: 

'it 1s public knowledge th~t 90% of the certificates of origin accompanying such 

works of art are tot.Rll:r unreliable. Most certificates are manipulated. The 

Italians can raise a ruckus, as in the case of the Metropolitan vare. But if they 

cannot prove anything, their cls.ims are worthless. Unless the Italian authorities 

can come up with something like a photograph s!10wing a work of art in an identifiable 

Etru~can tomb, they don't have a leg to stand on. 1 

Mc~nwhile, t.he cycle of thievery and cor~ption repeats itself all over the world. 

Harvard 1s Professor G. ~rnest Wright, president of the American School of Oriental 

Research, recalls how in the lticdle East he met •the son of an Iranian goverI1J11ent 

official with a suitcase full of ancient works of art,' which he was selling to 

defray his university expenses. 'furkey has some 3,000 archaeological sites, of 

which only a fraction have been excavated by trained and government-sarictioned 

archaeological teams. The rest are simply raped. Even the offid~l digs are 

ill-protected by a skeleton force of Q.'<:irds, who are pc...id an average $50 per :11onth 

- not a salary likely to attract qualified iron ca:rable of thwarting organizr::d robbers 

like the trio who, in 1968, broke into the Izmir Fair Archaeological Museum, rifled 

its collection of antique Aegean jewelry, vases and marble carvings, and C'rushed 

the watchman's skull with a stolen statue as they cie!1~rted. 

What infuriates responsible archaeologists about the bootleg trade is not merely 

its illegality, or its size, but the fact that it involves a i-1holesale destruction of 

knowledge about the past. The tradition~l '::'Ycuse of collect.ors-museums as well as 

private individuals-h~s been th~t the way a v~se or a bronze is ar.quired cannot 
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rl . .; r't ( 6outv.:eigh thP- benefits of havin5 it on isp.. ;•y,. .o the public." Tim".:J , r:-arch 2 , .. ' 
1973, page 93) 

\ . ' 
"New York Met Director Thomas Hoving proclaL'lled that with t he acquisition of the 

Euphronios vase, 1the histories of art will have to be rewritten. 1 Dr. Giovanni 

Scichilone, 39, archaeological director of the Italian goverru:ient 1s antiquities bureau 

of southern Etruria, rejects this ae~thetic ev<Jluation as too narrow. 1Naybe a new 

generation of men will come,' says Scichilone, 'who are finally ready to appreciate 

the fact that the Euphronios vase by itself is nothing more than a war trophy, a 

lion skin. You can't get any historical meaning from archaeology until you deal with 

tomb groups, not single ite?TJs. The tomb group of Euphronios might have helped write 

for the first time a few lines of entirely newhistory about Etruria, about Etruscan 

trade and econoJ'l\V of life.' 

What 1tombaroli' disrerse and often destroy is prec~sely that kind of vital 

info:rl'!Eti..on. In this way the unfettered ac~uisi tiveness of r.useums in America 

and elsewhere, with their concentration on 'masterpieces, 1 results in a form of 

destruction of the past. Connoisseurship and history have become enemies. 

Archaeological theft is so open that museums that buy s tole11 objcc ts do not 

always bother to conceal it. Their regular policy, says ':lilliam D. Rogers, a 

Washington, D.C. Attorney concerned with the legal and ethical aspects of 

acquisition, is 1the less you know, the better.' The Met itself has a suspect 

collection of 219 objects ranging from pottery to rare silver ewers and vases. When 

the collection was bought through a New York de:tle;r, J,J. Kleeman , in 1966, it wc:is 

widely ruMored that the Met had at last acquired the so-called Lydian treasure trove. 

The Lydian collection came out of four 6th century tombs found near the ancient site. 

of Sardis in Turkey. There is no doubt, eccording to Turkey's Foreign Minister 

Haluk Bayulken, that the entire Lydian coll-=:ction was looted. Though the Met was 

invited by Time to com.rn6nt on the acquisition, it declined to do so." (Time, March 

26, 1973, Pages 93-94) 
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11By and large, the poorer and more primitive the country, the worse the thievery. 

Says Clemency Coggins, an authority on pre-Col11mbian art and archaeoloi;y: '~fot 

since the 16th century has Latin America been so ruthlessly plundered.' Tea.rr~ 

descend (sometimes literally, from helicopters) on arry of the hundreds of Mayan 

ceremonial sites thatlie scattered throughout ~exico and Guatemala. 

The face carvings are ripped aw~y with carbide-toothed power saws; cruder tllieves 

use hammers, wedfeS or fire to split the irreplaceable sculptures into fragments 

for easy transport. In March 1971, Archaeologist Ian Graham, a research fellow in 

Middle .American arC"haeology at Harvard 1s Peabody Mu.:;eum, entered I.a Naya, a !-fayan 

site in Guatemala; looters opened fire, killi ng his r,uide Pedro Sierra. In Costa 

Rica, says Dr. Dwight Heath of Brown University, who spent a Fulbright year there 

in 1968-69, 10ne percent of the labor for~e was involved in illicit traffic in 

antiquities-which means there are more bootleggers in that little country than 

there are professional archaeologists in the whole world. 1 11 (Time, March 26, 1973, 

page -94) 

In addition to the professional archr.>eoJ.ogist•s attitudes mentionud above, in 

letters written in response to the Tirr~ article used above, the following attitudes-
on this subject were reflected in the April 23, 1973 issue of Tilil':l under the 

11Letters" section: 

nsir/As circhaeologists currently eneaged in research in the Near East, we were 

extremely gratified by your strong conGemnation of the illicit antiquities trade 

.(March 26). You ne11JeC"tcd, however, to single out f'\o;lrhaps the most flagrant 

offenders-people in diploMatic positions with access to •unsearchable• means of 

shipment. Here on Cyprus, for example, greater damage to the ls1Rnd 1s h~rit~&3 is 

caused by the re1pacity of both foreign diplomatic staff and Cnited Nat.!.ons forces 

in a sine-le week th~n b~r an entire year 1s tourist trade. 

Alfred and Susan Kromholz 

Kyrenia, Cyprus" 



"Sir/Your article on the antiquities racke' ignores one of the major causes of 

it: the goverrunents who make it. illegal to P-xport antiquities. 

As with Prohibition, the laws don't lesE:en the demand, but they do lirnit suppliers 

to those willing to violate the la1·1. Antiquities should be regarded as natural 

resources, to be exported to those that value them highly. Give the discoverer 

a percentage for finding the antiquities, set up some minimal requirements for the 

sake of archaeology and make exportinG routine. 

David Carl Argall 

La Puente, Calif 11 

Is there any one right solution to this problem? This will be dealt with lat.er 

on in this paper. 

Adding to the consternation of archaeologists, in one instance, grave robbers 

have been assisted by another enemy of professional archaeologists, art forgers. 

"During the middle of the last century at the time of the discovery of the lake

dwelle r 1 s civilization in Switzerland, Russian archaeologists were excavating in 

South Russia in the great mounds of the Crimea and the Taman peninsula opposite 

Kertch. Here besides the tombs of rich Scythians were found Greek graves with 

splendid painted wooden sarcophagi., accompanied by beautii'ul vases and often too 

by fabulous gold ornament, Local f~rmers, dieging aw~ng the graves found many a fine 

piece and sold it secretly to private collectors, although probably the greater part 

of these gold treasures finally came to rest in the Hermitage at St. Petersburg. 

~old jewellery from the Cril!Ea was eagerly bought by antique dealers and soon the 

demand far outstripped the supply. Grave robbers, under dire penalty, were unable 

to fulfill the needs of rich collectors. But the forgers came to the rescue, 

al though it was by no means easy to copy the brilliant. craftsmanship of t.his splendid 

gold work. They started with rather small decorative pieces, that were fairly easy 

to copy: brooches, earrings, bracelets. These fore;erie::; were supplied not only ·to 

private collectors but to museums as well: Odessa, Cracow and Petersburg. The Museum 

in Cracow obtained a gold mask with a dedication to Pentacles as well as a pair of 

golden sandals. A small gold skeleton was specially prepared for the collection of 

Baron Rothschild. The forger:=;, who seemed to be reasonably well-informed both 0n the 



archaeological and epigraphical side, had r ·?~ 'ny original ideas. They passed their 

new creations into the hands of farmers who offered them to dealers so as to be 

able to provide a more or less credible provenance. In this fashion the so-called 

gold crown of Olbia and a ceremonial dagger came into the hands of the trade. Both 

were said to have been found together and .fUrnished with inscriptions. At any rate 

there were stylistic differences of several hundred years in the letters: for 

instance the lettering on the dagger appeared t.o be late Roman, while that. of the 

crown was early He1J enis tic. But at first that did not make sue h an impression as 

the inconsequential arranf,-ement of the reliefs on the crown, which placed Zeus 

irrelevantly beside Medusa, and Artemis ~xt to a dolphin; the garlands were in 

Empire style and the whole piece fantastically crowned with a wall, battlements and 

towers. The inscription on the crown was not conceived without some historical 

knowledge. It ran: 1Kallinikos, son of Euxenor, goldsmith of Olbia, dedicated this 

crown to Achilles the ereat leader after a victory over the Scythians when 

Kallisthenes was priest.• This 'precious' piece arrived in Berlin and would have 

been purchased when the archaeologist Furtwangler exrressed doubts: 'the success 

of these forgeries, 1 he said, 'is entirely due to the hypnotic effect of gold on 

man. 1 11 (Rieth, 1970, page 117 and 119) 

In an instance that must have brought joy to the heart of every ~rchaeologist 

that learned of the story, one set of grave robbers had the tables turned on them, 

and through their intended deceit, a very valuable find was made by an archaeologist. 

"Egyptian forg~ries have on occasion even been the cause of new discoveries as 

ws.s the case with A,E, M8riat.te. In 1860 thF.: fnmous Egyptologist was excavating near 

Thebes in an area frequented and dominated by Egypt.5.l3.n grave-robbers. In 

order to eet rid of their seientific cornp(;;titors, the nrummy-huntcrs constructed the 

ruins of a new grave mound so tl"lat it looked like a grave and o.fl'ered Mariette as 

a bait a beautiful, and genuine alabasler vase, supposed to have been found there. 

Mariette seeing the vase allowed himself to be persuaded and abandoned the original 

plans for excavation in favour of the new grave-site. The robb~rs had achieved their 

end, never dreaming that below the fcike grave there was part of one of the oldest 

cemeteries of Thebes so far di11covered, containing the undisturbed grave of Queen 
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Ahotep (16oO BC) with splendid jewellery a:i· : gold ftmeral barges. It was in fact 

an astonishing piece of luck. 11 (Rieth, 1970,page 26) 

A relatively ne~., adnition to the field of archaeology is marine ~rchaeology, 

where the :remains of sunken ships and their artifacts are beinc; studied, and ways 

of excavating them are being probed. To be a success in this aspect of archaeology, 

one rm.1st not only be an archaeologist, but a coMpetent sailor and experienced diver. 

The archaeologist working above ground an<i below has his share of problems, but 

these do not compare with working underwater, battling currents, bad weather at 

sea, supplies of oxygen, trained seamen and divers or marine life such as sharks. 

Just as his counterpart on land, however, the lllClrine archaeoloeist must deal wit.h 

site robbers, due primarily to the current popularity of scuba diving. Adding to 

this problem the marine ~rchaeologist faces one of lack of cooperation, and so~e

times open hostility with international goverT1li.3ntso 

This is illustrated in the two following stories. Another problem 5.llustrated 

here is the problem that site robberz h~ve been responsible for these goverruient•s 

attitude. 

"In 1961, Edwin Link, inventor of the Link trainer for studt..nt pilots and 

internationally known researcher into problems involved in the exploration of the 

sea, came to Greece with his research boat Sea Diver. He had permission from the 

government, as represented by Admiral Voutsaras, to carry out a modest :research 

program in southern Greece. He was arrested more or less by accident for stealine 

antiquities, and sentencert to two y~ars in jail. This made h~adlines all over 

Greece, and was in fact the hit. of the season among a populace which hes lonr; been 

a connoisseur of snrucgling st~ries. 

He paid the fine one is permitted to pay instead of going to pris0n, left Greece, 

:i.ppealed the sentence, and was eventually ;judged to bt:l innocent, This second trial 

lid not even make the second page of any of the papers. 

A deputy of the French parliament, a friend of his, and their wives had hired 

boat for an afternoon in :r.:ethone in 196J. They found some potsherds, showed them 

;o one another on the boat, then proposed to d rop them back :in the sea where they 

1ad been found. Not on your lifP., said the boatman. They wcra taken to the hartor

l 



maste"!" and 2rrested for stealing antiquitir.·:1. Hore headlines were followed by an 

ac'luittal, which was not reported." (Throclanorton, 1969, page 220) 

"Sir, my grandfather kne.H the p1ace, near the old stooos. He told l"'le. I will 

shew you for a share. There was a golden sow, made by the ancients, and her seven 

pielets •••• Gold, sir, gold, It's for a foreigner to find them.,, 

Greek village lefend, commonly told to archaeologists" (Throckmorton, 

1969, page 210) 

11Compounding resentment at the loss of ancient sculptures to foreign museurns 

is the conviction that the sea is littered with priceless treasures which foreigners 

are dead set on stealing. (Here, digressing for a moment, it is instructive to 

observe that the Greek for 'euest.' and for 'stranger' is the smne word. Tourist 

guides make much of this, touting peasant hospitality, but others point out 

correctly that the inspiration of the proud and rlelightful hospitality offered 

guests is a fear of that guest, the stranser, and the damage he might do his host 

if not pla~ated.) 

Like most obsessions, there is .just enough truth in this one t o ina.ke it impossible 

to cure with reasonable argwrent. There have indeed been fabulous finds in Greek 

waters, the most interesting of them beine the Antikythera wreck which had a cargo 

of life-size and colossal bronze and marble sculptures. Another wreck , off Cape 

Artemesion, produced the famous bronze Poseidon, or Zeus, that is now in the Athens 

MuseUl'Tl. A rop;v stan<ii:: in t.he lobb~; of the lini tcd Nations building in Ne,·: York. 11 

(Throckmorton, 1969, p~ee ix) 

"It is a frustrRting and fai rly useless proposition to argue to the Greeks ci.nd 

Turks and the diminishing group of western land archaeologists still a gainst 

•going underw:iter' that a huge national and international effort is needed if 

ancient shipwrecks are to be saved. I now have ne<>.rl!r a thousand Aege:m s hi pwrecks 

in my files. V:ost of these are steadily being robbed. It is general l y conceded · 

that all ancient wrecks in the south of France, down to a depth of .fifty meters 

have been looted Ei.nd destroyed by skin divers. It is as bad in ltaJ.y and Spain. 

Although marine ci r che.eology has been developinc as a subrli~cipJ.ine of l r-nd arch

aeology for twent y years, and hundreds oi' ~liipwr~d~s have been ' excavated r b~· 



skin divers, sponce clivers, and convcntionc•l archaeologistfi, I am hard put to think 

of ten ~orrectly excavated .;md published Marine excavations.. Ancient shipwrecks 

in the Mediterranean, like the buffalo of the great western American plains a 

hundred years ago, are disappearing. 

There is a lack of trained underwater excavators to use the mP-ans which navies, 

foundations, and governments are often willing to put at their disposal, and it is 

the archaeologists' fault that this is so. There are few incentives for young 

people to go )nto marine archaeology, ~nd maizy" difficultits put in their path. 

As a result·,. there are not more than five traine::d marine archaeologists in the 

world. 

In contrast, the world of marine archaeology is overrun with amateurs and 

adventurers who can be comrared with the . treasure hunters who ruined so many 

land sites at the beginning of the development of modern archaeology in the early 

l900 1s. As then, there is a ti.me gap between interest and technique, technique 

and its inclusion in respectable curricula of universities. The gap is presently 

filled by sticky-fingered spo!"famen, the sub~ect itself dispersed to the Mantlcpieces 

and coffee tables of the world. 11 (Throckmorton, 1969, page x) 

This attitude was furthered by Throckmorton when speaking of destroyers of 

underwater antiquit.ies. "There are other ship eaters as well, from tiny organisms 

not ·"isible to the naked eye to the ht:.man scavengers out for a day's sportive plunder: 

'If it moves, spear it; if it doesn't put it on the mantelpi~ce.• 

11 'l'he first obvious, and correct, point is thc:i.t the rleerer wreck has a IllUCh better 

chance of •survival'. Deeper and colder water di~:ourages both sea or~anism and human 

plunderers, arrl if the wreck is covered by sand or mud it will last, we rMY assume, 

indefinitely." (Throckmorton, 1969, paee 17) 

The popularity of scuba diving which opens the accessibility of obtaining these 

underwater artifacts, along with th~ obvious desire for them as "treasures 11 , adds 

to the marine archaeologists problem. 

"Still today most 'clas~ical 1 archaeologists are by trtlning Latin or Greek 

scholars or historians or epigraphers or numimnatists or philologists. Photography, 

surveyinf,, and sufficient C'l1P."!iat ry t.o Pn:rnn1 cons~rv~ ti('\n of .finrl:-; nr"l ;1us1 n'.:':J 
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beginning to be obligatory tools of the s tur!ent. of the buried past, 11 (Throckmorton, 

1969, page 180) 

"Whatever they were, archaeologists were very rarely sportsmen, and it was the 

sportsmen-skiers, sports car drivers, light-plane fliers, bobsled racers-who 

rushed like lemmings to explore the world at the bottom of the sea. Arcraeologists 

arrl divers would have had trouble talking to each other at dinner; it was all the 

more improbable that they would consider their occupations involved with one 

another. 

In short, no one meant the marine archaeological situation in France to go sour, 

but it did, Other groups of divers were formed, and found more amphoras on the bottom 

of the sea. Wrecks began to shrink. A.side from h3in5 an exotic souvenir of an 

afternoon's outing, an ancient aJ11phora can be ~ wonderfUl thing, and this wonder 

is shared by tomb robbers, antiquarians, archaeologists, artist$, historians, and 

everyone else with a little imagination. It is splendid to hold in one's hand an 

object which has been used by other men, other women, perhaps thousands of years 

aeo, and even better to have it at home holding geraniunis or being a doorstep. 

Some groups like t.!1e Club Al pin Sous-1-!arine urged their divers to report and turn 

in finds to the local authorities. All throu£h the 1950 1s Professor Benoit at the 

Mus~e Barely struggled to cope with floods of reported wrecks. The law forbade 

removal of objects from ancient sites, ~t the notion of enforcing the law at the 

bottom of the sea was absurd. !.nd ••hat diff erence could it make, thought one souvenir 

.hunter after the other, as D!i1!'l10ras vanished like flies in Flit, if therE: were one 

amphora more or less among hundreds of identical ones on so many sites? In any 

case the law was unclear, being confounded with salvar,e laws fixed in the tirr.e of 

Colbert, i n the mid-sever.teenth cent ury, 11 (Throckmorton, 1969, page 181) 

1'The future of m:1 rine archaeology 8 t the moment is doubtful. There are said to be 

something close to three million skin divers in America, and probably over a million 

.i,n Europe. In twenty years they have done more ha:nn to archaeological sites in the 

sea than all the forces of n~ t.ure toeethe r in three millcnia. They have done some 

good, too. 11 (~hrocknorton, l '.)69 r a.;e 210) 



11 The proble!'!S seem to be more or less t.J-~ sarre everyw:iere>-the right authori t.Ls 

don 1 t care, the wrong f'u+hori ties do; people generally find it more fun to read 

about and support gr011ps that hunt gold than expeditions which measure broken pots 

and draw nail holes; anrt divers themselves think of looting wrecks as legitimate 

sport. Or if they think it is wrong, it is just a little bit wrong, like tearing 

up a parking ticket in a foreign city. A brochure from a California travel a~ency 

for 1968 advertises a visit to the v.-reck of the i·ialancE:ro, 1an eichteenth-ct:;ntury 

Spanish galleon that usually yie lc..i~ a.rti rac ts •••crosses, bottlt;s, gems, spoons, 

cannon, cannonballs, etc. 1 The divers who go on these trips are nice men, not 

criminals; if th~y d•e".t on thei.,.. incor.:e tax ~t ell, thP.:r probJbly don' che~t 

:nuch. 

The divers think of ship archaeolc-r:.y ~s Rn enormously c0:71rlic~kd ectivity 

practiced by a ve'r'J few srecialists who are somehow never in the neighborhood when 

wrecks are .found. :::::n a way, but only in a way1 they are right. The authorities, 

archaeological and otherwise, thirM of ship arch::i.eoloe;y as an enonnously complicated 

activity engaged in by exotic- beefy tyres one step removed., if that, from the 

Sll!l1(!;gling trade. And in a way, but only in a way, they are right too. 11 (Throckmorton, 

1969, pages 210 and 211) 

11The French predicament is one of aliena t.ion bett·1een archll.eoloeical authorities 

arrl <livers, though there c:ire a few passionate researcher::; like Frederic Dumas who 

continue their solitary inqu irics with a r;reat deal cf honor and next to no financial 

backing. For a while the coast guard w;itched those sites it was told by the state 

archaeological service to protect, but after man~r dozens of arrests and a cquitt!'lls 

they simply gave up. There were too many sites, and the bottom of the see is im

practical to police. There are m:rn;;r divinr, club~, some of them concerned with 

archaeology,, but not ore h;:r ~·et c2.rri ed out and pt.iblished a technically correct 

excava.tion. 

. Likewise in .Spain dozens of shipwrecks have been found, but none s~rst'3ma tirA.lly 

excavated, none published. It is prob-?bly safe to r.ay that th~:re are no visible 

wrecks en the Spanish, French, or :::tnlian co::ist::; "L.nder less than on~ hundred fifty 

feet of water which ha:ve not been loot.Gd :md fairly "'"Cll de8t:royed. 11 (Throckr;crton, 



"There are rnru:y thumbs in the di..ke, tr~ri•1r.: to hold off the .flood of ravenous 

scavengers. Perhaps the best of the organiz<'! Uons is the Cormni ttee for Nautical 

Archaeology at the Instit11te of Archaeology in London, which gives courses and 

seminars in marine archaeology as well as technical discussions and advice. The 

conunittee has not y~t carried out an e xcavation, :!.£.eking funds and leadership to 

do so. But it has done excellent work in trainine students, ~ni out of so many 

Indians a c!1ief or two is bound to turn up before long. 

In the United St2tes, the Council of Unden;ater Archaeology has existed since 

1958, ~t has yet to support a full-scale ship excavation. The council's interests 

are broad. At the third conference spomicred b~~ the council, helcl in Nirur.i in Harch, 

1967, out of thirty-two rar,ars delivered only two were reports of ship exC'avations. 

One was given by Anders Frantzen on that excellent, hardy perennial, the r~ising of 

the Vasa. The other was by Fred Van Doornick, giving an account of his restorations 

of the Yassi Ade. wreck. 

Smaller groups have done good work, such as the survey, done by the University 

of Acadi.a in Nova Scotia, of Louisbourg harbor and the shir5 d9st.royed by the 5r5.t.ish 

fleet there in 1758. This was done by a group of divers led by two young instructors 

who were not professional arc[.aeologists but had dons ti"eir archaeological homework 

thoroughly. 

The Western Australian Museum in Perth has created a post for a curator of 

n~utical and colonial history, who has been entrusted with the six kno'l'm precolonial 

wrecks in ivestern Austr.1li;i. These include th0 wrecks of the Batavia um the Golden 

Dragon, both unfortunately dynamited before the creation of this position. 

In DerJJ11a.rk Ole Crumlin Pedersen, a young nav@.l architect, has go ~ten the govern

ment to finance a marit.il'l!C museum and has ~tarted a true cm ter of ship research. 

In Holland as well, the Dutch Archaeological Service has started a project to save 

shipwrecks that "Wrn up in the lands reclaimed from the Zuider Zee. Directed by 

G~D. Van Der Heide, the meticulous Dutch have excav2ted dozens of shipwrecks dating 

from the early 1!100 1 s. Hundreds more have been located." (Throckmorton, 1969, paf.es 

227-228) 
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"A rrumber of irrlividuals-Honor Prost, Fr~. deric DurMs, Ro~rt M'arx and Gerhard 

Kapitan, among others-he.ve worke:d singly or •·:i th small groups, diggina and drawing 

history in the sea as fast as they can before it disappears. A broup of divers from 

Calllbridge University, including architeets and engineers, have worked for several 

summers on their own or with other groups, training themselves and 1£arning from 

others, as much as a summer's holiday will permit, about marine archaeology. 

This last is perhaps particularly relevant. The growing groups of treasure 

divers whose principle tools are dynamite and metal dP.tectors are not bad men. 

They are not scholars either. They dive for thrills, but are often suscept.ible to 

the other sort of thrill, that of lea.rning about a ship's construction and journey 

from its careful excavation on the bottom. 

The technology of marine archaeology is relatively simple, and can be rrastered 

by most mechanically minded small-ship seamen. The only place in the world where 

a student can train to be a professional marine archaeologist is the university 

of Pennsylvania Museum, but not everyone wants to be a full-time professional. 

The urgent problem of the moment is turning looters into record~rs, with some sort 

of organization to which finds can be reported without, as in Greece or France, 

drowning the diver in scandal or red tape. 

There is a great deal of talent and goodwill available in museums, universities, 

navies and commercial organizations. The question is its organiztion for use. The 

barriers in the way of marine excavations are mainly the result of political bickering 

in city offices. 

The problem is desperate. Soon the object of the bickering will hav~ vanished 

like the Arrerican buffalo or the whooping crane; nor can we mate the last, survivors 

and hope aeainst hope they will breed. 11 (Throt.::kMorton, 1969, pa~es 228 and 229) 

Horeful suggestions to the problem of land Clrchaeologists are coming into 

focus. 

. "It was not unt.il 1970 that UNE~CO adopted a convention aimed at the thieves' 

trade. Like other nruseum Jll:ln, Hugues ~e Varine, director of the Intarru:i.tional 

Council of Museums in Paris, thinks this doi:-umnt is •better t,han nothint,:.' But 

neither he nor anyone else is really 0ptimistic aJ.:iout it as only three of i.ts 26 
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articles rall for real action from the sir.n:-:tory nations; these refer to the need 

for export certificat€.s, tightening of penalties for theft .::ind r rohibiting mus~ums 

from buying stolen cintiquities. So .f<1r, only a few countries, like Ecu.:idor and 

Hondura~ have signed the convention. The U.S. Signa'b.J.re has been ratified b-~ the 

Senate, but not the House of Representatives. 

A more useful potential deterrent to illicit trade is a U.S. law passed by 

Congress last fall prohibiting the import of pre·Columbian monu~ntal sculp'b.J.re and 

nrurals without the approval of the country of origin. This is a start, but not an 

end; it does not apply to smaller pieces like pottery and goldwork, and thieves in 

Latin America will destroy a whole site to find one Mayan gold omarrent. One thing 

is clear: as lon~ as astronomical prices are offered by rich countries, no loC'al 

laws will keep robbers from plundering. 

The ultinate responsibility lies with"the consumers-private collectors and 

mseums alike. John D. Cooney, the curator of ancient art at the Cleveland J.h.iseum, 

ruffled his colleagues' feP.thers by publicly declaring earlier this month that 

1 9.5% of ancient art material in this count~J has b~en smugt;led. 1 He was only voicing 

what is common knowledge to every curator, collector arx:l. deale:c in the world. 

The standard defense for snruggling is the Elgin Marbles ploy: i.f Lord Elgin 

had not 'rescued 1 the Parthenon sculptures from the Turks in Athens, thelr would 

probably no loneer exist. The British Museum was built on the Empire 1s blunder. 

Likewise, since the Latin Americans or Italians 'cannot look after' their own 

archaeological wealth, it is the ~ollectors who preserve it by extracting it from 

their hands. 

Offered in 1973, such reasoning drives archaeologists to n:=c>.r frenzy. Said 

Nicholas Hellmuth, who hec>.ded a 1970 dig in the ancient MaJran city of Yaxjcf in 

3uatemala ard saw to~s laid waste by robbers: 1I 'd like to take the next museum 

art director I see and dip him in honey and tie him up near an anthill.' The big 

c~llections, say Curators Bennet Bronson and Donald Collier of Chicaeo's Field 

Museum of Natural History, are supporting an entire underworld. ColJe ctors usually 

:ieal only with the last-and moGt gentlemanJ.y-middlemon. In an atmosphere of genteel 

negotiation, it is all t.oo e;:isy for acquis5.tive collectors to concentrate on the 
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beauty of the object and fore;et about how it was obtained. This is natural, since 

the death of the stolen antiquities trade mi[ht Maan the end of grand-scale collecting. 

One possible solution to the dilemma would be an international fund to enable 

each country to ]l' otect its treasures, and then a systematic, international sharing

on a long-loan basis-or swapping, so each country could broaden its collections. 

Italy, for example, could swap a vase for a French impressionist painting. Failing 

that, nruseums nrust. become more scrupulous. A group of museums in the U.S. has 

already taken the first significant step. In recent years policy statements have 

teen i~sued by the Field I·\1seum, the University }"nseum in Carbondale, Illinois, 

The University M.iseurn in Y'ennsylvania and ciJ.1 the collections of Ifarvard Universit~,r. 

They all agreed not to buy ah~· ancient artifact whose pedigree was in doubt- and 

their embargo extends to acceptinrr gifts of such pilfered Material from collectors. 

Although cultivated Jm.i.rnrurs of approval hRve been heard frvM other U.S. museums, 

so far only a handful have followed suit. So the bootleg market rises, the plundering 

goes on and the snJ it between schol:trs arrl collectors widens. All of which brings 

to mind the words of Alfred Jarr-.t's monarch cf absurdity, Fa libu: 11-lornstrumpotJ 

we shall not have sucreeded-unlesf' we demolish the ruins as \mll. r 11 (Time, March 

26, 1973, page 94) 

The Chinese, having a see~ingly natural ~ptitude for co.mmon sense decisions 

in most matter~, seem to have arrived at the best approach of all. 

"The Chinese beli1:;ve that the rast is tre property of the people. They encou.rai;e 

everyone, not 5u::-t the archaeologists, to dig up and preserve what they find. 11 

(Davis, Newsweek, ~~· 14, 1973, !1::ige 7S.) 
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